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ABSTRACT 
Anal.7&is of appt'oxillatel.7 lSO tbin-ee ctions of Middle Ordov1--
cum Lenoir Liaestone in southern ICnox County, Tennessee bas shown 
this 6oo - 700 feet ot sedtaent was deposited in a lagoonal envircm-
•nt tbat occurred bet-ween reefs, represented by tbe Holston Forma-
tion, and an emerged ccatinental landmass, rept'esented b7 the Knox 
DolCllite. The Hoabeia Member of the Lenoir Limestone represents 
intertidal deposition on an extemive intertidal fiat. The upper 
•mer of the Lenoir represents subtidal deposition in a lagoon. 
This upper IINlber is composed ot tour sub-envircaments renecting 
ditteren.ces in water depths and floral and faunal ccnposition. 
Bnvironaental anal7Bis is based largel7 on the presence or 
absence of algae, particularl.7 01.nanalla !2., tbe ccoditiai or 
preservation ot algae, and invertebrate taunal. composition. The 
stud7 has shown tbat zonee most abundant in Oirvamlla !2. and :ln 
sCII& cases other algae (lfuia siberica, Solenopora !R·, Hedstroeaia 
!R.) closel7 approxiute previously established zones ccntaining 
abundant corals (Licbenaridae), b17ozoaDB, and sponges (Alloeaccus 
proline). 
The st1¥V bas also indicated that the stratigrapiic base ot the 
brachiopod Christiania subquadrata in the stud.7 area 1s control1ed 
b7 enviromaental factors ratber than by the surf ace produced b7 a 
post-Lenoir unconf oniity as has been suggested b7 some workers • 
Kodern carbonate envirc:maaents aucb as Androo Island, Bahamas; 
:111 
tbe shallow water bet"Ween tbe straits of Florida and the norida 
lte)'B; and certain parts of the Persian Galt prov:J.de a reasonable 
aodern analogue for Lenoir deposition. 
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CRAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION AND HIS!'ORICAL 
BACXGROtJRD 
I. AREA AHD SCOPE OF STUDY 
Tbe following report presents tbe results of a detailed en-
TirOD1ental anal,-sis ot Lenoir Limestone exposures in southern Knox 
Count7, Tennessee, in a belt bounded on the northwest by the Knox-
Tille fault and on the southeast by- the Olestt1ee and Dumplin Valley 
faults (the northeastern portion of tbe main Red Belt of Safford, 
1869). Tbis area, shown in Figure 1, was chosen for two reasons. 
First., in this area., the section ot Middle Ordovician rocks is 
relatively thick and formations stand 1n contrast to one another. 
Thus., the quantitative litbologic and pal.eontologic data gathered 
in this area probab]1' could be applied to rocks in other belts where 
tormational as wll aa tiae-strat!grapbic boundaries are less 
distinct. Secmdl.7, aost work in tbe main Red Belt has been res-
tricted to the southwestern portion betwen Knoxville and Friends-
ville, Tennessee. Thus, tbe area investigated bare, to be cal.led 
the "Knoxville-Marbled.ale" belt, extends kDowledge of the main 
Bed Belt f artber northeast. 
'l'be ujor contribution of previous investigations ot the 
Lenoir bas been compilations ot •gafaunal lists and descrip-
tiais ot gross lithologic characteristics (Ra3maid, 192S; Butts, 
1940; Cooper, 195'6; Hoehl, 1965; and Fetters, 1966). The pre-
1 
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Figure 1. Locations of sections studied (numerals) and outcrop pattern (stippled) of Lenoir Limestone "' 
i.n southern Knox County, Tem.essee. 
sent study emphasizes the microscopic lithologic md p:-u.eontologic 
elements of the Lenoir, p3rticul.a:!'ly algae. 
After re conna.issance of loca.li ties with 'in the study are 3., 
3 
three sections were chosen for detailed study and another for field 
examination md measurement. The locations and general field 
description of these sections, nwnbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 on Figure 
1, is given in Table 1, and detailed in Appendix 1. 
Sections were measured in th,3 field using a tape, Brunton 
canpa.ss, and a. hand level • Samples were collected as the sect ions 
were measured and described. No apecific interval was chosen for 
sample spacing. Samples were taken when a new lithology W3.s en-
countered. ~'1here a. particular lithology was unusually thick, 
several samples were collected. Thus, samples were spaced at v:1ry-
ing intervals of less than 15 feet unless the section was covered. 
Approximately 150 thin-sections were prepared, of which 58 were 
point-counted (approximately ,00 points/slide) to determine litho-
logic and paleontologic composition. Those slides which represented 
obvious lithologic and paleontologic repetition of slides pre-
viously counted were excluded fran point-counting. Canprebensi ve 
megafossil collections were not made within the thesis area because 
two recent University of Tennessee Master's theses (Moehl, 1965; 
and Fetters, 1966) have provided excellent composite faunal lists. 
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
A. 1869 - 1943 
The Lenoir Limestone was named by Safford and Killebrew in 
1876 for the exposure at Lenoir City, Tennessee, and included all 
TABLE I 
LOCALITIES AND OElmRAL rmtD DESOU:PfIOR OF SEC?IOIS 
HmmERIW DJ FIOtm.E 14 
r znr ◄ Mt , .. ._. rmte - • 
Localit7 




One mile south ot Buck Ka:r:aea Total thielmaaa or Lenoir includ..ing 
Bridge on Rt • 129 (!1 t..-oa l!wy.), 79 f'eet ct Hosheia is 696 £sat at this 
begi-lUling with first outcrops loeality. Lwar halt of oeetian on which 
eoutbs&Bt ot lnterooetiori. or study was made wa.a largel.7 destroyed 
Alcoa Huy. and U.niversit7 Hoe- during higbwa;r construction in the spring 
pital entl"A!,.ce_road. --=-- ,_q:t_l~UJ-:.. __ , 
Iumsdiately southwest of in- Upp,ar 23 taet or Mosha:lm ~r are 
tersectian of lle1'land D1•ivs a:od expand. $3 feet of the upper zamer ot 
Lao Loudon Ave., and bordering the Lanoir S.N &xpoMd abow the Hoshe_:ha .. 
the rail1•oad tracks and Bayland 33 .t'est o:t Lenoir are expensed above & 
In:l~~-tM,.}!Ot;t~st._ PT CO~l'6d inter:!!l,.oJ'. amcocwteb; l,QQ .te•iJ . 
East md wst ot Xenmdy Rd. 
appro.rl!latfsl:, l • S Diles sa.1:Jt of 
intersection of John Savlar 
lt.ry. and Aahbuey Rd., ne.u" 
ll.arblsdslf, Te..VU19as~. 
.A. couplets section of Hosbaim (s.pprorl• 
sa.S'l:,tily 60 feet) is expooocl. Tba upper 
~e:r of the L&noi1• is dia00illt:lnuousl;y 
expoeed &lrmg sbllow road CtJ.t and adja-
~-tlt fields ~ woods. Total tbi ckness 





!AILI I (Cmtillllld) 
Lo9tiap 
last ml we\ •Ye ot Jolm Serier 
BIIJ'., approx:laate:17 100 J'&l"l• 
. DOrtla of Dr. J. a. o • 1ridp 
a"0"8illg tbe hmcb Bro• Ri.,.r. 
99ra1 p.acr1pt19 
180 feet Noabe111 ...,.r, illcl:adiJII CCID• 
taet witb UDderl71DI boz Dolclld.te, :l8 
ccapl.ete~ •~•·• 186 fNt of tbe 
,apper lllllber Lmoir beu an upolN 
abow the lloeheia. Bee4n1ng aeet1m 
ia OOWJ'lcl• Total WekP• m++.-..1Jlld. 
a. S• Appemtx I at tbe IDli of tld.e Nport tor detailed atratipaplaic ••Gl'ipt1CDS ot 
local.1tiea naliH ml •• Appea41x II for quat1tat1w clata recniD& CG11pOaition ot eeapl•t1 
colle~ at the• locel1 tie a. 
\I\ 
6 
ot what Safford (1669) bad previously called Blue or Macl.urea 
Limestone. At the type local.i ty, the Lenoir can.prises the basal unit 
of a series of limestones, calcareous shales and sandstones, and 
sedimentary ''marbles" that constitute the Middle Ordovician rocks 
of East Tennessee. Hqes (1891) named tbe suite of Middle Ordovi-
cian carbonates the Chickamauga Group for tbe valley of West Chicka-
mauga Creek in Hamilton County, Tennessee, where about 1600 feet 
of MidcD.e Ordovician rocks are exposed. However., due to definition 
and correlation problems associated with these rocks, the term has 
been applied sparingly in the eastern belts. The Middle Ordovician 
carbonate wedge thickens fran. about SO feet or less in the north-
west portion of the Valley of East Tennessee to perhaps as much as 
7000 feet in the southeast (Cooper, 19S6). The Chickamauga Group, 
and tbe Lenoir Limestone in particular, overlies the Lower Ordovi-
cian Knox Dolanite throughout tbe study area and is separated frcm. 
the Knox by a well-known erosional discmf'ormity, the surface re-
lief of which is known locally to be up to 200 feet. In general., 
the rocks strike northeast and dip at all angles to the northwest 
and southeast because of i'olding and major thrust faulting. Because 
stratigraphic displacement of the faults is unknown., there is at 
once a major palinspastic problem in facies reconstruction before 
faulting. Despite over 100 years of study, JllaJV' basic problems 
such as formational and inter-forma.tional facies relationships and 
envir01'D11ents of deposition have not been cl.early resolved. 
According to Rodgers(l953), Ulrich (1911) corrected certain 
errors in the previous work of Safford and Killebrew {1876) and 
7 
KeitJa (189S - 1896), all of wlaca bad correlated tbe Middle Ordovician 
Sevier Slaale and reel Daya Formation in the southeastern belts with the 
Upper Ordovician Reedsville and red JlJDiata Formation in tbe north-
western belts. Ulricll (1911) also 1181184 the 110•1.a L:illltstone for the 
exposure at Moeheia, Tenmaaee, 7 miles nortbwest; ot Greenville, 
TenmNee. Althouch tile Moebeill ia now coaside:reli a lleDber of 
tile Lenoir, Ulrich beliewd the Moalreilll waa separated tran the over-
ly1nc Lenoir by a discontormit7. 
Butta (1940) extended the tera "Mosbeia" and. ''Lenoir" throueh-
out tbe Central Appalaehiau. Tlla Hoaheia Lilla stone, tor iutance, 
was exteD!led traa it• t7PI' locality soutlNlst to Sbelb7, Alabama, 
aDll northeast aa tar as Martillebur1, West Vircinia. Butta noted. 
that alt1'oap pre-Lenoir -rc•Cl!I ot tba Mosbeia 11q be evident 
at 80111 localitiea, aore ccaaonly the ccatact; betwaen tb!, two 1mita 
is :repl.ar, suu•stiDC uninterrupted depoaition. 
B. 1943 • 1973 
Tnat..nt ot JUdcD.e Ordon.cian rocka by worlmra trca 1943 to 
1973 differed aarlmdl.7 trca tllat ot past workers. Whereas Butta, 
lJ'lricb, and otblrs prior to 1943 ba•• NCic:mal. correlations upon 
croaa litlloloeic claaract;eriatica, later wornrs recocnized that ea.r-
boaate litlaolopes wre not tiae-etraticraplaic units, and various 
correlations illustratiDC tiJIII equivalen01 ot c:lilterent litboloei•s 
be1m to e1111rp. 
B. B. Cooper and O. A. Cooper (19116) corrected IL1lV' ot the 
errors in the work ot Butta and Ul.ridl. Witb recard to the Moabeia, 
tbe7 obae.rncl tbat_ at ita t7P9 localit7, the brachiopods HiJlella 
&Di Val.oourea occur below tbe Moabebl litllol.017 in a cobbly, ar-
8 
gillaoeous limestone resembling the regular_ Lenoir. These br'lchio-
pods, along with certain trilobites, occur in the middle of the Lenoir 
at the type locality of the Lenoir where the Lenoir is underlain by 
dove gray calcilutite lithology of the Mosheim. Thus, it appeared 
that the 11Moshem11 lithology, at the type locality of the Lenoir, is 
older than the 11Mosheim" at the type locality of the Mosheim. The 
occurrence of 11Mosheim11 lithology, intercalated at several levels with 
the Lenoir in the vicinity of Friendsville, Tennessee., substantiated 
their contention (p. S2) that the Mosheim was not a distinct and 
separate fomation from the Lenoir as contended previously., but was 
instead a special developn.ent of the Lenoir that differed in 1ge 
frcm locality to locality. On tha basis of brachiopods, the use of 
the name Mosheim was excluded from northern Virginia, but was re-
tained as far north as Marion, Virginh .• 
B. N. Cooper and C. E. Prouty (1943) identified 29 lithologic 
and paleontologic units in Tazewell County, Virginia which they 
organized into 13 fomations, the lo-wer six of which are important 
here; namely, the Black.ford., Five Oaks, Lincolnshire, Thanpson Valley., 
Ward Cove, and Peery fonnations; or, the Cli:ffield Group. Prouty 
(1946) attempted to extend these fonnations into the northwest and 
median belts of northeast Tennessee. Prouty (p. 1149) correlated 
the Mosheim of Ulrich (1911) with the Five Oaks of Virginia, and 
(p. 1152) correlated the Lincolnshire of Virginia with higher Lenoir 
beds that occur in Tennessee. 
G. A. Cooper (1956) challenged Prouty•s Mosheim - Five O::lks 
correlation (p. 64) as follows: 
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This name (Five Oaks formation) was applied in southwestem 
Virginia by Cooper and Prouty (1943, p. 863) to a dove-gray 
calcilutite overlying the Blackford (Elway) fonnation and 
underlying the Lincolnshire formation. No brachiopods have 
been taken fran it. This is one of the several calciluti tes 
mistaken for the Mosheim of Tennessee. The Five Oaks actually 
is higher in the section than the true Mosheim, which is a part 
of the Lenoir formation. The latter is a partial equivalent 
or the Blackford formation below the Five Oaks. 
With regard to the Lincolnshire - Lenoir correlation, he 
states (p. 73 - 74): 
Prouty (1946, p. 1152) correlates the Lincolnshire with the high 
Lenoir (Christiania beds), here assigned to the Arline formation. 
This correlation is untenable because the Lincolnshire under-
lies the Effna, Botetourt, or basal Edinburg• all of which are 
equivalents of the Arlim fonnation and contain Christiania. 
Because of the incCllSistencies of Prouty•s correlations noted 
by Cooper, his treatment of Middle Ordovician rocks 1n Tennessee 
bas not been accepted. Cooper (1956) erected the Arline Formation 
for those beds overlying the louar Lenoir lithology at a section exposed 
along Gal.lager Creek, 2 miles southwest of the railroad switch at 
Arline, Tennessee. B. N. Cooper (in Twenhofel, 1954) postulated a 
disconfonnity within the Lenoir between those beds containing the 
brachiopod Christiania subguadrata, in addition to other brachiopods 
(ie. species of Camerella) which are not found in the 1'l.ower 11 Lenoir. 
The upper Christiania bearing beds (Arline ) wre assigned to the 
Porterfieldian Stage and the lower beds to the Marmorian. Thus, a 
disconfomity representing the Ashby stage was postulated between the 
Lenoir and the Arline. 
Rodgers (1953), aware that work was in progress to subdivide 
the Lenoir into two fonnatians largely on the baais of a single 
taxonomic group, did not similarly subdivide the Lenoir in the 
course of mapping in East Tennessee. He says of the Lenoir in the 
main Red Belt (p. 73): 
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In both the upper part of the Lenoir limestone and the Athens 
shale, ho....,-ever, occurs the Christiani3. fauna, which is not lmown 
in the type Lenoir and is considered by other workers to be 
younger than the Holston formation of the standard belt. 
These workers therefore prefer to separate the upper ~risM,~-
be;iring part of the Lenoir limestone here from the lo-..ier part, 
which they regard as the only true Lenoir limestone in this 
belt, to postulate a disconformity bet~en the two parts, and 
to deny that the two units of red lime-sandstone here mapped as 
the Holston formation can be correlative. The compiler can 
only suggest that perhaps the Qirist~a.ng fauna is restricted 
to the shaly limestone facies and occurs in older rocks in the 
present belt (main Red Belt) where such limestcne invades the 
Lenoir limestone, than in the standard belt or farther north-
west were it first appears in the lowar pa.rt or the OttosBe 
or equivalent rocks. Whichever correlation is correct, the 
units of the present belt are distinct and mappable, except 
that the main body of the lower lirrestone unit (Lenoir limestone 
of the present map) grades imperceptibly southwestward into the 
type Athens shale. 
C. Recent Studies and Work in Progress 
The most recent work in the Middle Ordovician rocks of Tennessee 
(McLaughlin, 1973; Walker and Ferrigno, 1973; Ferrigno and Walker, 
1973; Walker andAlberstadt, 1973; Milici,~&•, 1973; and 
Stephenson, ~ al., 197 J) has been directed toward determining 
specific environments of deposition that are chronostratigraphic-tlly 
associated throughout Tennessee. Using previous megafaunal, micro-
faunal, and lithologic d"1ta, several preliminary environmental. 
models hav~ been proposed. 
Figure 2 shows the evolution of stratigraphic terminology 
used by variou3 workers to subdivide the rocks of the main Red Belt 
of Tennessee. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the facies concepticns 
for the rocks of east Tennessee of Rodgers (1953), Cooper (1954), 
i 
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Figure 3. Genera.lly accepted stratigraphic cross-section of lower 
Middle Oroovician rocks in Tennessee after Rodgers, 1953, and Milici, 
~ &·, 1969. 
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Figu.re 4- Facias interpretation of lm .. --er Middle Ordovicim rocks 
of East Ten."'lassee by B. N. Cooper (slightly simplified frooi Twel'.hofel, 
tl ~-, 195h). 
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Figure S. Fo:ma.tional n~ and corresponding lithofacies pattern 
of lower Middle Ordovician rocks in East Tennessee as postulated by 
G. A. Cooper, 1956. 
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Figure 6. Complex carbonate bank to reef to basin fa.des pattern 
in the lower Middle Ordovician rocks of Tennes:,ee which emerges when 
prellllinary environmental stratigraphic and aed:irn.entologic data are 
considered. &1all areas marked :rR11 represent reef facies. 
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Cooper (1956), and Walker and Alberstadt (1973), respectively. Only 
Rodgers' diagram (Figure J) represents a true cross-section approxi-
mately perpendiculn.r to the strike of these uni ts. The diagrams of 
Cooper (1954) and Cooper (1956), (Figures 4, 5, respectively), are 
a composite of roughly north-south cross-sections separated by consider-
able offsets along strike. Thus, the Whitesburg Limestone on Figure 5 
appears to be to the west of the Lenoir in the Knoxville area, when in 
reality it was described northeast of Knoxville in the next belt south-
east of the main Red Belt. 
Figure 6 is an environmental model proposed by Walker and 
Alberstadt (1973) as a working hypothesis stressing the environ-
ments in which sediments were deposited rather than the formaticnal 
terms that may be applied to the rocks. 
The present research is designed to test a portion of this 
hypothesis. It is hoped that an environmental approach to the 
Lenoir might allow solution of some previous problems (such as 
that relating to Oiristiania} and suggest productive areas for 
further research. 
CHAPl'ER II 
THE ~BEIK HUIBER 
I. OEN&RAL DBS ClIP'l'IOB 
The Lenoir Limestone 11SUally can be divided in the field into 
tvo aajor lithcil.ogic units. These are: (1) the Mosheim Member, 
a :mediua- to Edium-d.ark gray, massive- to thick-bedded, veey 
caapaat, birdseye calcilutite; an:i (2) the stratigraphically higher 
and aucb thicker, cobbl:, or nodular, grq and brown, thin- to 
•dium-bedded main body of the Lea.air Limestone. This latter 118mber 
is tomall:, unnamed. That part or the Lenoir other than the Mosheim 
Member vill be termed the "upper member" throughout the remainder 
of this report. • 
In southern Knox a:nmt:,, the Mosheim ranges between O feet a.n1 
180 feet in thickness. A thickness of 80 feet ,!_ 5 feet is common. 
At locality 4, (Figu're 7), the unit is 180 feet thick and thins to 
0 feet approximately 1.$ miles east of locality 4, where beds of cob-
bly Lenoir directly overlie the Knox Dolaaite (Catte:nnole, 1955) • 
In the sections examined in this stud:,, the Mosheim constitutes the 
base or the Lenoir Limestone, separating the Knox from the overlying 
beds o:l Lenoir. At local.it:, 4, smd- to cobble-sized., angular to 
subangular cl.asts of Knox occur as much as 3 feet up into the Mosbe:illl, 
foraing a sediJlentar., breccia ab0'99 the irregular and disccntomable 
ccmtaat; that separates the two llllits (Pigure 8). Pebble-sized., sub-
angular, pinkish, internal.l:, laminated., dolaaitic cl.asts occur in the 
upper half of the Mosheim at this locali t:,. Knobby exposures of the 
lS 
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Figure 7. Mosheim Member of Lenoir Limestone exposed along 
Governor John Sevier Highway just north or Dr. J. H. Gammon Bridge 
(locality 4) • 
Figure 8. Clasts of Knox Dolomite in Mosheim at base of Mosheim 
Member, Lenoir Lillie stone, at locality 4. 
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Mosheim frequently show fluted weathering and the rock breaks with 
an even or saoetimes conchoidal fracture • 
Moehl (1965) bas reported the occurrence in the Mosheim, near 
Friendsville, Tennessee, of a coarse crystalline calc-1renite 
resembling the Holston; and McLaughlin (1973) bas mentioned other 
localities where the Mosheim is not dismicrite. No such speci-'ll 
dewlo:p11ent as discussed by those workers was observed in the 
pre sent study area. 
The Mosheim is sparingly fossiliferous, containing 5% fossils 
at most. The most abundant fossils are. gastropods, including both 
high- and low-spired foms; ostracods, probably leperdetellids; 
and unidentifiable trilobite fragments. 
The Mosheim contains algal grains; particularly Hedstroemia, a 
green codiacean alga (Figure 9). Certain other grains resemble 
oncolites and are quite abundant in some samples (Figure 10). 
These grains differ in three respects fran positively identified 
oncolites of the owrlying Lenoir beds. First, Girvanella tube 
structures are lacking; second, concentric laminations surround a 
central. boct_y 0£ microspar rather than some recognizable fossil 
fragment; and third, these structures are ellipt:tcal in cross-
section rather than circular. In the upper part of the Mosheim, 
cephalopod conchs, rarely exceeding 1 inch in width, are locally 
abundant. 
Polished slabs of micritic samples_of Mosheim commonly show 
burrow-mottling suggesting the activity of polychaetes or sCllle other 
infaunal organism that lived within the environment of depositim. 
Burrow structures are circular or elliptical in crosa-ooctlon and 
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Figure 9. Unidentified alga, possibly- Hedstroeaj._! !£·, from 
Mosheim Member, Lenoir Limestone, locality- 4. (X.25) • 
Figure 10. Questionable oncolite traa Mosheim Member, Lenoir 
Limestone, locality 4. (X25). 
in gemral are parallel to bedding. Ko cl.early '99rtical burrows 
were obsened. st7lolites, wbicb 1D general are parallel to bed.-
diDc, are another C<IIIIOD sed:lllentary- feature of the Mosheim. 
II. DISCIIISIOH OF TJID'-SIC!ICII STUDY 
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Ana.:cysis ot 2S thin-sections ot the Kosheilll have shown it to be 
ccapoaed. ot three litbologies1 disaicrite, llicrite, and illtra-
sparite. Disaicrite is a litbologic tera proposed by Folk (19S9) 
tor carbonate roclcs ocmposed largely or micrite that ccntain iso-
lated, irregular patches ot sparry calcite, known as birdse;yes. 
Intruparite is a rock ccmposed ot at least 2S% introcl.asts 08Dlented 
b7 sparry cal cite. Hicrite is a rock caaposed entirel7 or almost 
entirel.7 of clq-sized particles of calcim carbonate, thus lacking 
a significant qwmtit7 or allocheu. 
Birdse,es or the Mosheia diaicrite lithology are ot two dis-
tinct types, and recent occurrences ot both t7P9a have been dis-
cuaed b7 SbiDD (1968). These are: (1) isolated planar (intral.alli-
nar) birdse7es seftral aicrons to 1 aillilleter thick and several 
millilaeters long, and (2) isolated bubble-like birdae;yes a f'ew 
millimeters to a tew 09lltimeters in diameter. Most samples of 
Hosbeim studied show that both types or birdae,es occur together, 
although SClll8 samples caitained only- the second type described. 
Both dismicrite and Dlicrite lithologies contain well-rounded, 
sam-sized intraclasts, al though mtraclasts are much 11ore cOlllllon 
in tbe diaaicrita. The three lithologies are detailed below. 
Dismicrite 
Dismicrite (Figure 11) constitutes the most prominent lithology 
of the Mosheim. Point-count analysis has shown this lithology to 
consist of 60 - 79%micrite, 15 - 27% spar, O - 3% microspar, and 
2 - 5% fossil material consisting of gastropods, ostracods, tri-
lobite fragments and occasional grains of Hedstroemia fil2_• Well-
rounded, silt- to sand-sized intraclasta may constitute up to 75% 
or more of this lithology, reaul tir-.g in a proportionate decrease in 
the percentage of micrite for that sample • When abundant, intra.-
clasts may occur surrounded by spar and such lithologies should ha 
termed "intrasparite. 11 
Birdseye spar occurs as a drusy mosiac in patches and stringers 
that, in every case exhibit a coarsening in grain size towardB tha 
center of the birdseye. Such fabrics have bean interpreted to be 
the result of deposition of calcite upon a "free surface 11 suc.'l as 
would be provided by a void within the original sediment (Bathurst, 
1958). A small amount of spar can be seen .filling the living 
chamber of gas t.ropods in Figure 12. Sone birdseyes do not show a 
drusy mosiac uaing crossed nicols, but instead appear to be filled 
with calcite crystals of about the same size. Cathodoluminescence 
of these areas, however, show a d.ru.sy mosiac indicating that syn-
taxial overgrowth of la."t"ge c.l'ystals on the surf aces of smaller 
crystals near the perimeter of the void was the process by which 
void filling was accomplished. 
Some birdseyes a.re floored with brownish or reddish micritic 
sediment that, partially filled the original void before a drusy 
20 
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Filure ll.. Dilllim'ite lltlaoloq ot Moalleia Hmber, Lenoir Limestone, 
showinc iDtralamiDar birdseyee. (12.$). (:tfote llicrite intraclasts and 
lipt.r 1rq alcal intracl.asts.) 
FiCUre 12. Gastropod trca Mosheill Haber Lenoir Lille stone; 
livinc ckmaber tilled with sparr., calcite. (X2!). (lote bubble-
like birdse7e in lowr lett or plaotClllicrocrapll.) 
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mosiac of calcite was deposited (Figure 13). Such structures are 
known as geopetal structures because they indicate the top-to-bottom 
relations of rocks at the ti.ma of deposition. The sediment 
filling the floors of soma birdseyes may correspond to vadose silt 
that Dunham (1969) has described from Townsend reef mounds (Per-
mian of west Texas. ) 
Micrite 
The ndcrite lithology of the Mosheim (Figure 14) is composed 
of 15 - 90% homogeneous micrite, 4 - 12%microspar, 2 - 5% fossils 
with any remainder consisting of intraclasts, and occasional grains 
of dolomite and quartz~ 
Thia lithology occurs sparingly at locality 3 and occurs as a 
thin deposit approximately 50 feet above the base of the Mosheim at 
locality 4. At localities 1 and 2, tha micrite lithology con-
stitutes the upper 20 feat of tha Mosheim. The lithology at these 
lattar two localities is different than at locality 4 in that it 
contains occasional b:i.rdseyas and occasional. fossil fragments, such 
as pelma.tozoan. ossicles, bryozoan fragments, and brachiopod debris, 
that are characteristic of the overlying Lenoir. In addition, the 
micrit,e at loca.lity 2 contains brown laminations that are more 
characteristic of the cobbly Lenoir than the Mosheim Member. Un-
like that of locality 4, the micrite of localities 1 and 2 tends to 
be intra.elastic. The reason for the inclusion of this upper mi-
crite unit with the Mosheim rathar than the Lenoir will be diacuasad 
in a later section. 
In addition to pos3essing the usual Mosheim fauna, the micrite 
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Figure 13. Geopetal structures in Mosheim Member, Lenoir 
Lilllestme, dismicrite 11 thology-. (X25). 
Figure 14. Kicrite lithology- of Mosheim Member, Lenoir Limestone, 
showing horizontal burrow. (X2$). 
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lithology 1• b'lll'l'OW-110ttled. lo algal grain■ or features augge•-
tiw or algal ac:tivit7 haw been noted in this 11 tboloa. Weathered 
8Ul'facea show a taint mottling or shades ot grq and light brown. 
Ligbt-bro1ill aottling aq be tbe result of the weathering of fer-
roan dolaaite, tor this litboloS7 cantaina scaa dolmite rhanbs. 
Intrapparite 
Scaa eaapl.es or Mosheim, trca approxiaatel7 SO feet :frail the ba.se 
or tbe Mosheim at localit7 4, conaiat almost entirely or angular, 
or nbanguJ.ar, elongate aicritic 1Dt.raclasts oamented by sparry 
cal.cite (Figure lS) • Tbeae intraclaata ~ all t- to sand-sized. 
Unlike intrasparites ccnpoaed or well-rounded intraclasts which occur 
iDtillatel7 with tbe dillllicrite diacws•ed abow, theee intrasparite11 
tom a di•tinc:t lithologie unit within the llo•be:la that can be 
recopized in tbe field. The mit whicb occur• sporadically-
throughout the upper Hosbeia beds, at localities J and 4. ranges 
in thickne•• trca sewral inches to 2 or more · feet. 
Intraclasta are ccaposed of atru.ctureleas aicrite and are 
oriented with their long axe a parallel to subparallel to bedding. 
1'be lltboloa contaim 8Cll8 thin la1nu of atruct.urelesa aicrite 
tbat do oat contain :lntraclasts. 
Figure 16 1a a pbotcmicrograph of a dolaaaitic crust that 
developed at the contact between a micritic lamiuatim (abow) 
and iDtrasparite (below). Such dolanitic cruata have been found at 
tbe surraca in some modern carbonate enviroma,nts (Andros Island--
Sbilm, !! !! •, 1969; Sugar Loaf Ke7--Sbinn, li J! •, 196.S). 
The geographic diatribution ot the •c:tions in the study 
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Figure lS. Intrasparite lithology of Mosheim Member, Lenoir 
LiJ11Bstone, locality 4. (I25). 
Figure 16. Dolamitic crust in sample of Mosheim Menber of 
Lenoir Limestone, locality 4. (X2S). (Note di8similarity of 
lithologies above and below the crust with cuts across center of 
photanicrograph. Such crusts form in modern supratidal. carbonate 
environments • ) 
t 
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area permit a tbree-d:illlensional analysis or the Lenoir L:!Jaestone, 
iDaludi- the Mosheia Member. Figure 17 is an interpretation of the 
tbree-diaeDsional geanetr., ot tbe Hosbe:1Jll li tbologies. A palin-
spastic re construction has not been attempted, and it should be 
noted that, because or syDclinal folding, the present distances 
betwaen localities land 2 and localities J and 4 are less than 
their distance in the original enviraament of deposition. 
III. EHVIROIMENTAL IlffERFRBTATIORS 
Mosheia Dismicrite 
Dismicrite is the most dcainant lithology- of the Mosheim. 
Modern carbcmate tidal flats described b7 Shinn, Llo1'f, and 
OiDsbUl'I (1969) provide an analogue for this as well as other 
litbologies of the Mosheim. Mosheill diBlllicrites dellCJ1strate 
111aJV dlaracteristics of supra.tidal aDi intertidal carbonate mud-
fiats. These include: 
1. Bird98ye structures ot dessicat1cm origin. 
2. High iDtraclast cmtent. 
). Fauna l:laited to eU1"1hal1De taxa. 
4. Thin, va.v-r lajnae (probabl7 of algal origin). 
As noted previous~, two t,-pes of birdseyes occur :1n this 
lithology: (1) isolated bubble-like birdseyes a few millimeters to 
a few centimeters in diameter, and (2) isolated intralam:1.nar, 
planar bird.seyes, tens of micrau thick and aewral millilleters 
long. Both types haw been described b7 ShiDD (1968) who observed 
tbaa 1n recent supratidal and intertidal aadillent of norida Bay-
loc 1 
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and Persian Gulf. Tbq do not occur in the sabtidal deposits at 
tbe• localities. 
A.ccordin& to Shinn, cavities in vhid:l these birdseyee dewloped 
result from entrapaent or gas bubbles in sediment and also from 
sbr:IDlcage cracking or sediment during dessiccation. Because of 
the plv"sical sillilarity of birdseyes in the Mosheim to those des-
cribed by Sbizm, a similar origin and environment is inferred • 
In addition to birdse;yes, the dismicrite uni ta of the Mosheim 
are characteri2.ed by a fauna restricted to ostracods, trilobites, 
and gastropods, and by fine-grained sediments. A limited .fauna 
and fine-grained sediment imply restricted marine condj_tions where 
variations in salinity would preclude an open marine, stenobaline 
fauna. These units are inte mally wavy-laminated and individual 
laminae are separated by thin planar birdseyes described above. 
The role ot algae in .fomation or this internal lamination is 
uncertain, tor no algal cellular structures have been identified, 
but the ultra-thin and wavy nature or these lsm1nae suggest an 
algal origin or these structures. (Laminae with these properties 
are widal7 accepted to be of algal origin, eg. Laporte, 1967; 
Walker, 19n.) 
IDtraclasts or the Mosheim are composed generally of struc-
tureless micrite. The source of' these intracl.asts is probably the 
nmdnat itself. Intraclasts probably represent reworked particles 
or mudflat Jllicrite that were partly indurated. during periods o:r 
subaerial exposure. The rounding and good sorting of intracl.asts 
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suggest periodic rolling and tumbling of the clasts on the inter-
tidal mudfiat and do not necessarily imply- transportaticn over 
long distances. 
The contemporaniety of Mosheim and upper member Lenoir envir-
omnents is demcmstrated by- certain samples collected at locality 2. 
Pelmatozoan ossicles, bryozoan and brachiopod fragments occur in 
a rode that is, in physical appearance, typical Mosheim. The 
writer bas included these beds in the Mosheim because they lack 
Oirvanella and !!!! algae and thus probably represent an environ-
ment of deposition more akin to the Mosheim than that of the Lenoir. 
It is significant that, with few exceptions, cobbly Lenoir 
paleontologic elements are not associated with Mosheim lithologies •· 
The general absence of pelmatozoan fragments in Mosheim lithologies 
throughout the area shows that the intertidal mudflat inferred for 
these rodes was quite extensive geographically. The Mosheim litho-
logies also indicate an enviroanent of relatively weak current 
activity. Only the finest sedimentary particles of the cobbly 
Lenoir environment coal.d be washed onto the fiats of the Moshe:im 
enviroDDBnt. 
Mosheim Intrasparite 
Pbotanicrographs of modern intertidal al.gal laminated sedinent 
(Griffith, Pitcher, and Rice, 1969) are strikingly similar to photo-
micrografhs of this li tbol.ogy. The wav:, lamination is the product 
of sediment trapping and binding by blue-green al.gal mats. The 
birdseyes could be filling voids caused by growth expansion of these 
mats and may not then be of dessication origin. The cleanly washed 
5/J. 
Mture of the deposit and the absence of dessication features 
suggest that it was deposited where current activity was gre.:1.ter and 
where the deposition surface was rarely sub aerially exposed. The 
environment tentatively postulated for this unit is an intertidal 
fiat low in the tidal zone. 
Mosheim Micrites 
The Mosheim micrite which occurs at locality 4 and localities 
1 and 2 appears to represent a. scmewbat different envircnment. 
Environmental interpretation of the micrite intercalation at 
locality 4 is wicertain. The unit consists of marly 100.% micri te, 
with some articulated ostracods and a few scattered dolomite 
rhaabs. Thin-sections show sane burrow-mottling. Other sediment:1ry 
features are lacking. The unit weathers to a mottled gray and 
yellowish gr;q. Tbe yellowish color may reflect !erroan dolomite 
content. 
The most logical envirC111Dent of deposition for this thin, 
restricted micrita lithology is the subtidal. pond environment dis-
cussed by Shinn, Lloyd, and Ginsburg (1969). This enviromnent would 
explain the lack of birdseye structures ani to sane extent the geo-
metry of the deposit. However, levee and channel deposits associated 
with recent subtidal ponds are absent at locality 4. 
Micrites at local! ties 1 and 2 contain faunal elements or the 
upper memer of the Lenoir including bryozoan, pelmatozoan, and 
brachiopod fragments. In addition, some thin laminations of 
yellow- or reddish-brown material and s<llle birdseyes are present. 
Tbeae are interpreted to represent a transitional intertidal de-
posit between a Cal'bOllate mudflat and smtidal otfehore lagoon. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
THE MAIN BODY OF THE LEID IR LIMESTONE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the Knoxville-Marbledale belt, as generally in belts to 
the northwest and southeast, the Mosheim Member of the Lenoir 
Limestone is overlain by light- to mediWll-bedded, cobbly biomicrite 
known as the main body of the Lenoir Limestone (Figure 18). This 
upper member ranges between Soo and 620 feet in thickness within 
the study area. As mentioned abo·ve, this unnamed member is called 
the "upper member" of the Lenoir ·t;hroughout this report. 
Dark-gray to light-brown, fine-grained, sinuous laminations 
(Figure 19) are the most conspicuous sedimentologic feature of 
the Lenoir. These laminations, particularly praninent 1n the middle 
and upper beds of all sections studied, are 1 to J centimeters 
thick, roughly parallel to bedding and spaced S to 10 centimeters 
apart. The crests and troughs of adjacent sinuous laminations 
comnonly intersect, creating the appearance of "sedimentary boudi-
nage." Because the lamina.tions and the material. between lamina-
tic:ms (gray biomicrite) weather sanewhat differently, the uppe.r 
member of the Isnoir tends to produce a cobbly rubble when weather-
ed. 
The laminations have frequently been referred to ~s 11argilla-
ceous II laminations. Several samples fran different stratigr:iphic 
horizons were X-rayed to determine mineral composition. All s;unples 
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Figure 18. Lower beds ot upper aeaber of Lenoir Li.Jeatone exposed 
al.<mg Oo-n,mor John Sevier Higbwa7 appro:nJ1At.l7 h.00 78.l"ds north of 
Dr. J. B. Gamon Bridge. 
Figm"e 19. Sinuous lMtinationa (a), and gray- nodular bi<lllicrl.te 




analysed were town to contain, in descending order of pe!lk height, 
calcite, dolcmite, and quartz. The diffractaaeter record of one 
sample produced a questionable illite peak. No positive clay 
peus were observed, indicating that clq minerals are either an 
unimportant constituent of the Lenoir or that clays are very 
poorly C17stallized. Lenoir laminaticns, when dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid, produce little or no insoluble residues, (Melvin 
Smith, personal. camnunication, 1973). Study of thin-sections has 
revealed that laminations frequently contain numerous dolomite 
rbanbs and quartz, the latter indicating a detrital. r~ther than 
organic origin for these features. 
Other than the laminations described above, the upper member 
of the Lenoir within the study area lacks pr:iJnary sedimentary 
features (eg. ripple marks, cross beds, cut and fill structures, 
etc.). Fran a strictly sedimentologic viewpoint, the member is a 
hanogeneous unit. 
Lithologically, the Lenoir is a relatively hanogeneoua unit, 
canposed for the most p9..rt of fossil fragments in a micritic 
matrix. The abundant and diverse fauna of the Lenoir, however, 
provides a basis for the subdivision of the formation into environ-
mental units. 
Of the four sections studied for this investigation, only two, 
those at localities l and 3, are nearly complete. At localities 2 
and 4, only lower beds of the upper member of the Lenoir are exposed. 
At localities l and 3, where the upper member of the Lenoir is al.-
most completely exposed, each section demaistrates an essentially 
four-fold dewlopnent. This four-told development is somewhat 
different at each locality. The four lithologic zones are de-
tailed below. 
II • THE FOUR LrrHOLOGIC ZONES OF THE UPPER MEMBER 
OF THE LENOIR LIMESTONE 
A. Zone I 
(The Oirvanalla Oncoli te Zone)' 
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One of the most conspicuous paleontologic fe :ltures of the lower 
100 - lSO teet of the upper member of the Lenoir Limestone in the 
study area is the occurrence of abundant Oirva.nella oncolites that 
occur in a biosparitic and bianicritic matrix. Oirvanella onco-
li tes can constitute well over 2S% of sane samples in this zone. 
Lenoir oncolites (Figure 20) are concentrically laminated, 
spherical to sub-spherical structures that when viewed at 50 power 
or above show a network of anastomosing filamentous tubules, charac-
teristic of the form genus, Girvanella (Figure 21). Oncolites in the 
Lenoir rocks range between several millimeters and 1 centimeter in 
diameter, and larger ones are clearly visible on weathered sur-
faces. These features of the Lenoir were first described by 'thlker, 
(19n>. 
One mode of growth on oncolites bas been described by Gins-
burg, (1960). Growth begins by the formation of mucil.agenous 
algal material around sane nucleus, perhaps :i small grain of sand 
or shell fragment on which sediment is trapped. This trapping of 
sediment produces convex-upward ll!lllinations. Thickness of the struc-
ture is increased by the ability of the algal filaments to move 
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Figure 20. Girvanella oncolites traa the lower 100 f'eet of' the 
upper •mber of' the Lenoir Lt.stone. In the examples shown here, 
l)91:lllatozoan debris f'orm nucleus of' these algally laminated structures. 
{X2S). 
Figure 21. Network of filamentous tubes characteristic of the 
fonn genus Girvanella. (XSO). 
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through the mat of sediment that has adhered to the sticky alg~l 
ti.la, and present another mucilagenous surface to the exterior of 
tba structure, to which more convex-upvard laminations can be 
added. If the nucleus is rolled over, convex-upvard laminations will 
form on the previous underside ot the nucleus resulting in a more 
or less symetrically laminated struct.ure. Continually agitated 
water would tend to produce a more SJDD9trical and concentrically 
laminated struct.ure by preventing growth in any preferred direc-
tion. Thus, the shape of fossil oncolites may be used to sane 
extent to detemine turbulence and perhaps bottan conditions of 
the environment in micb they were formed. An environmentally 
significant classification based on the morphology of fossil 
cncolitic struct.ures bas been pl"esanted by Logan, !! _!!:,., (1964). 
Lenoir oncolites, based on that classification, tall into the 
categories Mode R or Mode C. 
Another •tbod ot the growth of oncolites whereby calcium car-
bcnate is pl"ecipitated rather than trapped upon the algal film is 
discussed by Aitken, (1967). Sane oncolites, most callllon at lo-
cality 3, which show an outer zone of tubes or .filaments in an 
otherwise structureless matrix ot calci~ carbonate, are thought to 
have tomed by this latter method of growth. 
The nuclear material. around which mcolites began to dewlap in 
the Lenoir consists invariably of fossil material. The fossil 
material is caDlllOnly ~ siberica grains, pelmatozoan ossicles, 
or beyozoan fragments, although virtually 8:rJ7 other fossil fragment 
the appropriate size or shape will suffice. An oncoli te with a 
large nucleus composed of an intergrown complex of~ siberica 
grains is shown in Figure 22. 
Figures 23 and 24 show the distribution of Girvanella throughout 
the entire upper cobbly member of the Lenoir Limestone as determined 
by point-count analysis of thin-sections. Clearly, Girvanella is 
more abundant in the lower beds of the Lenoir than in immediately 
higher beds at localities 1 and 3. 
Associated with the abundant Girvanella oncolites that charac-
terize the lower beds of the upper cobbly member of the Lenoir, is 
an abundant and diverse invertebrate magafauna., many elements of 
which are specifically associ"lted with the oncolitic beds. Among 
those fossils is the well-known gastropod, ~ites ,!!_lagnus. 
The center line of whorls of this pseudoplanispiral fossil lies 
parallel to bedding. Commonly numdrous individuals are positioned 
close together on a s:mgle bedding plane. The original shell 
material which outlines individual Maclurit~ on bedding surfaces 
has been replaced by sparry calcite. The ubiquity o.f Maclurites 
within the Girvanill.f! zone, ite rarity above this zone, and its 
abundance suggest that this fossil nourished at or about the same 
time as the Oirvanella community. However, because Ma.clurites 
specimell3 are commonly about the same size, (10 - 15 centimeters 
high), and because ope:r.culae are not found within the Girvanella 
zone, mechanical sorting is i.'D.plied. It is therefore impossible to 
conclude that Macluri~ is an indigenous member of the Oirvanella 
community. 
A..~other invertebrate associated with the Girvanella zone is the 
tabulate coral, Lichenarin. !'.I!. This coral forms a biostromal layer 
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o/o Girvanella 
Figure 2). Stratigraphic distribution of Girvanella at locality 1. 
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O/o GIRVANELLA 
Figure 24. Stratigraphic distribution or Girvanella at locality ) . 
in the Lenoir several centirr~ters thick and l meter or more wide 
(Figure 25). This fossil is abundant at localities 2, 3, and 4 and 
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is in life position. Sponges (.Hlosaccus prol~. and li tbiat ids) 
and bryozoans are two otha1• foasil types clearly associated with th9 
Girvanella zone. Spong~s and some bryozo:ms are in plac~. Nuia .1!!2-
erica occurs throughout the section, although it;s abundance coincidas 
with that of Oirvanella. Other algae associated with the Girvane'.!le_ 
zone are Solenopox-ii & . (Figu..---e 26) and Hedstroemia fil?_., but t.hese a :::e 
quite rare in thin-section. Figur3 27 shows the distribution of Nuia. 
at locality 3. In general, Nuia is distributed in a. manner similar 
to Oirvanella. 
Girvanell~ -~• a.."'ld associatad fossils occur in a matrix of 
spar and micrite. As shoiffi by point-count data in Appendix 1, 
micrite is the most common elelnc9nt, but beds of biosp.u-ite occur 
at locality 3, near the base of the 7.ona O'igure 28). The most 
common fossil fragments of this zone, as well as other a, ars pelma-
tozoan os5iclas which frequently show alga.lly bored rims (Figure 
29). Pelmatozoan grains, which constitute between 5 and 15% of 
samples, are not specifically assoc:lated with any one zone in the 
upper member of tho Lenolr but range throughout the member. As 
much as 10% of some s~~nles of this zone consists of unidentified 
fossil fragments. In most cases, thase fragments are probably 
finely ground ~lmatozoa.n debris or sponga spicules that ara too 
small to id~ntlfy positively .. 
The demosponge, Allosaccua prol:lxus, is the most abundant sponge 
in the Girvanella zone. Although this fossil rang~a throughout the 
upper member of the Lenoir, it is most common in the lowermost beds 
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l'ipre 25. L11fm!: Jl!•, a tabalate coral ccam.oal.:, aa■ociate~ 
vitll b ... ab11111laat 1a p.a. 
r1eun 26. Clan ot soi .. opora ~• (I2,S). (Moat Soleaop9ta 
&• in tile at11q area ooov■ •• altrau4. claat■.) 
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Figure 27. Stratigraphic distribution of the alga (?) !!!!! 
siberica at locality 3. 
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Figure 28. Bioaparite lithology ccmtaining Oirvanella oncolites 
near the base of the Oirvanella zODe at locality 3. {X2~) • (Part 
of a well-formed oncolite is shown in the middle of the lower border 
of the photomicrograph.) 
Figure 29. Algally bored pelmatozoan ossicles. (XBO). 
within the stuey area. The sponge-like Reoeptaculites, regarded 
by sane recent workers as an alga (Nitecki, 1969), is also common 
in the Oirvanella zcne. Scae samples of lower Lenoir bian.icrite 
reveal abundant sponge spicules (Figure 30) • A problematical 
organism (Figures 31 and 32), which is probably a reoeptaculitid, 
(Matthew Nitecki, personal cammmication, 1973), is abundant in 
the uppe:most beds or what here is termed the Oirvanella zone . 
Bryozoans camnon to the Girvanella zone are Stictoporella !e. 
(Figure 33), Ricbolsonella ~• (Figure 34), Konotrzya lm· (Figure 
35), and Acanthoceramoporella m2· (Figure 36). The latter cOOllllonly 
incrusts the coral Lichenaria .!R. and the sponge Allosaccue pro-
lixus. Honotn::P! occurs as masses or br;yozoan boundstcne and as 
spherical or cl. \lb-shaped colonies up to 10 centimeters 1n diameter 
at all localities. Ificholsomll&: .m• and Stictoporella !£• occur 
as fragments, the latter more CClmllOn than the former. 
The trilobite, Plicaerops caDadellSis is al.so caDlllOD. in the 
01.rvanella zcne. Nearly all trilobite fragments observed in tbin-
se ction have the sam general appearance • 
In addition to Girvanella, this zone is characterized by other 
algae, particularly~ siberica. !!!! is wry camnan in sane 
samples of Lenoir and can constitute up to 35% of the rock (Figure 
37). 
Bradliopod.s are also a caamon megataunal. element of the 
Oirvanella zone. Host canmon are Besperorthis !!E·, Valcourea !11·., 
and Mimella !E• Tbe zone defined by the present writer as the 
Oirvanella zone incl.udes both zones I and II or Moehl, (1965), 
and McLaughlin, (1973). For a detailed treatment of brachiopode in 
these zones., tbe reader is referred to those stuiies. 
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Figure 30. Sponge spicule biaaicrite .fraa the Oirva.nella zone of 
the upper member of the Lenoir Limestone. 
Figure 31. Transverse sectiw o.f reoeptac:ulitid (?) that occurs 
at the top of the fil}:;!anella zone. (X25). 
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Figura 32. Cross-sect ion of' fossi.1 in Figure 31 . 
figure 33. Br,-ozoan §tictoporella. §2. {X25) • 
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Figure 34. Bryozoan Uicholscmella !£· (X25). 
Figure 35. Bryozoan Monot17'.P8: !E· (X25). 
So 
Figure J6. Bryozoan Acanthoceramoporella .!I?,. {X25). 
Figure 37. N'uia-rich biaaicrite .from Oirvanell.a zone of upper 
med>er or Lenoir ilniestone • (X2S) • 
B. Zone II 
(Relatively Unfossiliferous Zone) 
The Girvanella zone is succeeded by approximately 200 feet 
of biomicrite at localities 1 and 3 that in general is less 
fossiliferous than the Girvanella zone. These beds correspond to 
what Moebl. (196.5) and McLaughlin (1973) have termed zone III in 
the Friendsville, Tennessee area. A view of this lithology is 
shown in Figure J8. The photomicrograph shows an abraded Girvanell.'l 
clast. This lithology also contains pelmatozoan, ostracod, tri-
lobite and gastropod debris. These and other fossil fr;:igments are 
as cC111111on in this zone as in lower beds, but this unit lacks the 
abundant ,!!!. ~ megafauna that characterizes lower beds. Algae, 
while present in this zone, are less abundant than in lower beds 
and oncolit.es frequently are abraded or occur as fragments. This 
is not to sa:y that well-fcnned oncolites are absent; indeed they 
are present, and, in some samples, are nearly as abundant as in 
the Girvanella zone. But, in general, this zone contains less 
algae. (See Figures 23 and 24.) Sponges also occur in this 
zone but are not as abundant as in lower beds. 
In the writer's view, this zone represents a subtle change in 
the environment that is represented by the Girvanella zone. The 
nature of the environmental change will be discussed below after 
other zones have been described. One :important distinction between 
the Oirvanella zone beds and zone II beds is that in the latter 
the 11argillaceous 11 ( ?) laminations discussed above are thicker, more 
prominent on weathered surfaces, and more regular. 
lithology, showing an abraded Girvanella clast, is shown in Figure 
38. 
C. Zone III-A 
At locality 1 (Alcoa Pike), relatively unfossiliferous beds are 
succeeded by beds that. contain a distinct fauna that includes a 
return of Girvanella. oncolites and ~ aibarica grains. In addi-
tion, the unit is characterized by a distinctive incrusting coral 
(Lichenaridae ? ) (Figure 39). This coral is discoidal in shape 
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and about 2 - 4 centimeters in diameter. Associated with this coral 
in the zone are a stromatoporoid (Stroma.tocerium?), ortboconic 
cepbalopods up to 1 meter in length, the alga Solenopora. !U)Ongiodes, 
and sponges (Allosaccus m:olixus). The first abundant occurrence of 
microscopic dasycladacean algae (er. Varmiporella?) (Figure 40) occurs 
in this zone. In thin-section, these algas are associated with abun-
dant gastropod dsbris suggesting a trophic relationship between the 
two. Tbis development of Lanoir is referred to as "III-A" in order 
to distinguish it from the third development at locality 3, -which 
is quite different • 
At locality l, zone III-A is succeeded by a covered interval 0£ 
approximately 170 feat. It is conceivable that the next development to 
be discussed (III-B) occurs in this covered interval at locality- 1. 
D. Zona III-B 
At locality J, zone III-B consists of biomicrite and micrite 
that contain no Girvar..alla algae or Nuia aiberica algae. The unit 
is about 140 feat thick and contains occasional specimens of the 
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Figure 38. Photomicrograph of sample of zone II lithology showing 
an abraded Girvanella oncolite with !foia nucleus. 
Figure 39. The tabulate coral (Lichena.ridae?) characteristic 
of zone III-A. 
Figure 40. Dasycladacean algae fragr.;ent. (cf. Vermi~rel,la 5!e..) 
(X80). 
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bracld.epoa Qariat1aa1a nbg!!kata. file zOM alao coataiu abua-
daat bradliopol ubria 1a aMitioa to a ratller abuMaat act divern 
braclliopol taua. Tlleee becia ooutitute wllat ... worker• would. call 
tlle "ArliDe Foru.tim" but laere tlley ocour a<ll9 200 feet llicller in 
tile •ctica tllaa at tJae tJ1)8 locality ot t)le Arliae or at Friemle-
ville, T ... eaee, wllere Cooper (19S6) Ila• uecribed tM Arlille. 
Tllia-Nctiou ot tllia ait allow it to ccaaiat ot aicrite witll scae 
toaail abl'i• illcludial caatropocla, trilobite trap.ate, pelmeto-
zoaa oaaicl.••, aJlli bradliopOtl trapeate. Poeail Mbria 1• lee• 
abUlllaat 1a tll•• rodes tllua in 11aapl.•• ot lowr rocks ot tbe 
upper llllllber ot tlle Lenoir. 
TIie tint abUllllaat occurrace ot aicroacopic u.qcla•aceaa 
al&u trapeAta waa obNned at locality l :bl zOM "lll-A." 
At local.it:, 3, tllia••cticm• aow rar. u.■7cl.M&ceaa alcae trac-
••t•. Pouibl.7 ti. a'riromat vla1cla cmta1a• qar1atiaai5 a-
gpafrata reca1ve41 u.qcladacean cllbr1• trca tlla •:aviro--t at 
locality 1 wllere claqcl.au an ■ore abUlldmt. A pllotOllicrocraim 
ot a t7Pical Napl.e ot t111• litlloloa 1• IIIICMI 1a Fipre 41. 
E. Zone IV 
(Leaoir-Bolatoa lqbriAl) 
Tile tourtll aal last aajor uYelopaeat ot tile upper, cobbly 
Laoir couiata ot •1x1JI& of Bolatcm aad Leaoir elwnts. At 
locality 1, a tlliD toque ot Holatoa-like litholoa 1• inter-
calated witll biaaierlte, at bicaicro■parite ■on t7Pical ot 
Leaoir rocks. A repre•atatiw e:uapl• ot the Holatoa-like 
litllol.011 1a DOIIII :I.JI Fipre 42. It cou1ata of 47% pel.aatozoan 
ss 
Figure 4l. Pbotallicrograpb of sample ot zone III-B lithology. 
(X25). 
Figure 42. Photomicrograph of zone IV lithology- showing abundant 
Helopora !!l!· fragments. (X25). 
o•icl.ea, 19% rounded aamt-aized Belopon t:--apenta, ll% al.Isl aDl 
lliaritic mtraclasta am 4% !!&.! !P!lee araiDa 1D a aicrospar 
Olaldlt. 
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Tlais tldn (10 feet) tcmpe is overlain by biaaic:rite or bio-
aiCIL'oeparite that ccmtaiDe GU"'apJJJL oncolitea, ~ aiberica 
sra111&, abundant pellaatozoan a.Di b170zoan trapanta, s<ll8 bradaiopod 
am trilobite •bri•, and a aimlte aaoant ot claqcl.adacean alcae. 
A. aaple ot tllia lit.llolo17 is alaown 1D Fipre 4J. ft&e :aoat distinc-
ti w teatve ot tlaia bicaicrite is tlle P"9ater abundance am size 
ot pelaatozoan debris ccapared to that 111 tlae Lenoir beds below. 
!be tourtll zme ot tile LeDoir 1a· napected to occar in part 
at locality 3 (Jlabledale, Temaaee) altlloup it cannot be veri-
tW 1D tla:lD-secticm. TIie intenal vllere tlaia Uftlopmnt would 
be •• c:ad to occar 1a aoetl.7 CO'fU'8d. B011111wr, t'be writer Jlaa 
collected coral• am brJozoau (?) 1D tJae residua vllicll :l.Ddicate 
tbat the rea1Alu111 ccmara rodcll aicb are ditterent tllan those ot 
zme III-8, at localit;y 3. Tlaeretore, tbe rocka coulcl COlllltitute 
a "1bridizat1an ot tn,1.aal. Lenoir aDll Rolston litlloloctea. 
Fipna 44 and. 4.S are terDar7 Uacran vllicb ehov tlle caapo-
aitian ot poiDt-coantecl tlaill-•cti-. vitll respect to tile tllree 
aoat 1ILportaDt, celllltitama at tba Lenoir: llicrite, !Dnrtebrate 
toeaUa, and al.I•· l'ipre 44 pNNllta tlaia a.ta for local.1t7 1 
aDI Ficure bS tar locality' ,3. Saaplea llld.cla contain relatiftly 
abundant aJ.&ae teml to plot 111 tlae lOllltr left or center part or the 
d.ia&raa· Aleo, as wll ._cmatra~ in Ficm,t 45, alcae are JM>n 
ab11D11ant 1D tba lowr beds of tlle upper ...t,er ot the Lenoir aDll 
decreue 111 abuDdance uprarcla in tbe sectiim. 
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Figura 43. Photomicrograph of zone IV litlwlog-.r that ocr.:urs just 
aboYe lithology oi' Figure 42 at. locality 1. (Whi.te area~ conai:3t pr13-
dominantly of pabatozoan, trilobite, ostracod, and brachicpod debris.) 
100 per cent TRIANGLE 
SAMPLE LOCATIONS (ft above Mo1) 
0 0-120 (I) 0 3so- 400 (Ill•A) 
• 120-3so 4 ,10 (IV) 
(II) 
a 600 (IV) 
ALGAE ---------------------------------------a ... •·oss 
F1pre 44. Relatiw ccapositicn ot saaples collected at localit;y l. Huai>era 1D parentuaia refer to the zone to which tllo• aaples belq. (Bate t'llat 881lples trm 1!1- pa.rt of the •ction ~ tem to plot in the sae cemral area ot the diaera.) 




SAMPLE LOCATION (fr above Mos) 
@ o-97 (I) 'i714o-360 (II) 
$ 97- t4o(I) • 360- ,:a4 (III-B) 
Fipn )o. Relatiw ccaposition of aaap].es call• .. at localit7 3. lblbera in pareDtllesia 
refer to tlle zone to wllicll tlloae saples belq. (lfote tllat saapl•• trc:a 881111 part ot ta.a •~ian ~ 
teDI to plot 1D the 118118 pmral. area of tbl 41a&r••) 
Figure 46 shows the stratigraphic distribution of the four 
develo}'.lll8nts discussed above in a cross-section view along~ line 
trending north-west to southeast and using the top of the Moshe.t111 
Member as a datum. Lithologic and paleontologic descriptive 
names have been applied to the units delineated in the diagr.3111 
and the particular developuent or zone to which these units belong 
is given in parentheses. 
III. ENVIRONMENTP.L INTERPRETATIONS 
A. Zone I 
(The Girvanella Oncolite Zone) 
6o 
Meley lines of evidence indicate a subtidal. environment for this 
zone of the upp:3r member of the Lenoir Fonna.ticn. Although modern 
oncolites are not composed of Girvanella ~·, their morphology is 
an:tlogou.s to Girvanella oncolites of the Lenoir. Ginsburg, (1960), 
reports that oncolites form today in the low intertidal and shallow 
subtidal environments o£ modern ca:rbanate enviro?ll18nts such 1s the 
Bahamas, Fl.orida Bay, and the Persian Gulf. Logan, ~ &, . , (1964), 
have suggested that the degree of concentricity of oncolitic lamina-
tion is generally proportional to the degree of agitation of the 
water in which they formed. I.f they are correct, Lenoir oncolites 
indicate continuously agitated water (e.g. subtidal conditions), 
because, for the most part, Lenoir oncolites show concentric lami-
nations. The abundance of in situ corals and apcnges in the 
. --
11Girvanella zone" al.so suggests subtidal conditions because, in 
modern environments, growth of the closest living relatives of 
these organisms is limited vertically by the low tide line. 
DISTRIBUTION OF LENOIR FACIES IN SOUTHERN KNOX CO 
la Girvanella-Coral- Spongo Biosparltci ( 1) 
lb II II u Biomicrite (I) 
2 Pelmatozoan- Girvanella Biomicrite (II) 
3 Cora I - Sponge-Algal 8iomicrite (Ill-A) 
4 Blomicrite (contains Christiania subquadrata) 
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5 Pelmatozoan - Glrvanella Biomicrite 
6 Pelmatozoan- Bryozoan Blosparite 
7 II II Biomlcrlte 















The relative paucity of intraclasts in this and other zones 
of the upper member of the Lenoir is also indicative of subtidal 
conditions. Intraclasts are much more canmon in the intertidal and 
supra-tidal sediments of modern carbonate environments such as 
Andros Island (Shinn, Lloyd, and Ginsburg, 1969). This is because 
the intraclastic particle is at least semi-consolidated prior to 
deposition as an intracl.ast. Sediments .fran modern subtidal 
environments are unconsolidated and thus fonna.tion of discreet 
intraclasts is rare. 
The coral Licbenaria !£· foms biostromal incrustations in the 
11Girvanella zone 11 of the study area. Southwest of the study area, 
near Friendsville, Tennessee, the coral Billingsaria parva takes a 
similar growth habit and occurs in the same part of the section. 
The abundance of micrite in the Lenoir enviromrent probably pre-
cluded the prolific coral growth that characterizes Chazyan reefs 
of New York, (Pitcher, 1964), and reefs in the Carters Formation 
of Central Tennessee (Alberstadt, !,i &•, in press). 
Girvanella itself is responsible for some of the micrite in the 
Lenoir because of the al.ga •s ability to break down skeletal grains. 
The role of Oirvanella in skeletal grain destruction has been 
described by Toomey and Klement (1967). M~ey pelmatozoan grains 
show evidence of algal boring. ~ unidentifiable fossil fragments 
on, the order of 10 - 20 microns in dialll8ter are probably the dis-
persed remains of pelmetozoan ossicl.es that were sufficiently bored 
to fall apart into a myriad of much smaller pelmatozoan plate par-
ticles. The ce11tinuation of this process could eventually result 
in the formation of micrite. 
The abundance or micrite in the upper member or the Lenoir 
probably raised the canpensation depth of algae to less than 10 
meters by clouding the water even under the slightest current 
conditions. Thus, it is felt that the Girvamlla zone represents 
shallow subtidal deposition (0 - 10 meters water depth) in a 
lagoonal environment adjacent to the intertidal fiat envirCllillent 
represented by the Mosheim. 
The shallowness of the 1'Girvanella zone II is also suggested by 
the occurrence of lenses of lt>sheim lithology in the zone. One 
such lens is located at locality 4 at the base of the exposure of 
Lenoir along the east bank of Govamor John Sevier Highway. The 
lens is felt to represent an intertidal island or mucbuound en-
vironment that dewloped in the shallow subtidal lagoon. 
Bioturbation of laminations within the 11Girvanella zone" 
suggests that polychaetes might also have been an important com-
munity member of the 1'Girvanell a zone • 11 Polychaete s today are 
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most camnon in intertidal and very shallow subtidal marine environ-
ments, and the greatest majority of species are stenohaline (Fa.uval, 
1959), further indicating that the environment represented by the 
11Girvanella zone" is shallow subtidal.. 
B. Zone II 
(Relatiwly Unfossiliferous zone) 
This zone generally contains less Girvanella than the develoIJ110nt 
described above. Where present, Girvanella nearly always occurs 
as lumps or aggregates of lumps r3.ther than well-formed concen-
trically laminated oncolites. Sponges are rare in this interval and 
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no corals or in situ bryozoan colonies have been observed. Nu.ia -- -
siberica, pelmatozoan ossicles, trilobite debris, and other trans-
ported .taunu elements occur in about the same percentage as in 
the unit below. The most abundant indigen011s organisms are bra.chio-
pods. Shaly laminations are usually thi clcer and more continuous 
and the 11boundinage 11 appearance discussed above is more praninent 
on weathered surfaces. The decrease in percentage of Girvanella as 
oncolites, the general paucity of algae, and the absence of sane 
shallow su.btidal fossils (e.g. sponges, bryozoans, and corals) 
may indicate that this developnent represents a deeper subtidal 
deposit (10 - 20 meters water depth) . That this developnent repre-
sents water depth not far below that which could support abund::int 
algae growth is evidenced by the occurrence within the development 
of a few units that ccntain abundant Girvanell.a. The absence of 
suspension feeders, other than brachiopods, and the presence of 
thicker argillaoeous laminations suggest quieter water conditions. 
Absence of oncolites suggests that the degree of agitation required 
for formation of these coated grains (Logan, !!1 & . , 1964) was not 
present in the envirODment, again indicating quieter water condi-
tions. 
C. Zone III- A 
Zone III-A is lmown to occur definitely only at locality 1, 
and it is felt to be a contemporaneous environmental. phase of 
zone III-B at locality 3. This zone is distinguished by 2!!:,-
vanella oncolites, sponges (Allpsaccus prolixus), and a tabulate 
coral (Lichenaridae). Also, the z.one contains stromatoporoids 
6S 
(~1Trt:-.9£1• &•?) amt ortllocam.c ca}:llalopou up to l •ter 
1D lenctla• TIie rocks ot tbie mit are Wr,' ~,-,,ar to tboae ot zone 
I 1n tezu of cautitwmt particle aDI t&1Dlal. CC111positio11 ( ... 
Fipre la4). Tbl illtezipNtation of this l1111t u a sJaallow nbtidal 
•posit 1a baaei on tbe .... NUomJII tbat wae Pr99911ted in tile 
eDVU"0111181ltal llicueicm abow of zone I. The oCC1l1'1'811ce in this 
unit ot ortllocan:lc cepbalopotla mq retlec:t, tlle praxillit7 of the 
eDYirolllmt to tile •award Balaton :reet eDrir0111111t wt&ich would haw 
pron.decl the• pNda.tors with an abUlldant npp1.J' ot toocl. 
Daqcl.au.ceaa alcae an Nlati'ftly 01..-a 1n tll:ln-sectiona 
eaapl.e4 tre11 rodcei ot tllis zom. Saapl.ea with abanrlant das;r-
clauceaa al.1u alao allow abundant 1astropot .. brill. Perbapa 
tbe anaile t•• on the al.pe leacl1.DI to tbia biotic auoc1at1on. 
D. Zeme III-8 
( aar1.atiam.a pbgplrata zom) 
Tiu.a unit 1a parbape tile aoat ditticalt 'IJllit 1n tile Lenoir 
to 1nterp1'9t einir011111ntal.17. The zCIIIII coataiu occasional spa chlel18 
ot the well-known bracla1opo4 9!11:ptiaaia nbgv.adrata aa well as 
an aasociatN fauna tllat bas been 41soaued tr,' Md.auplin., (1973). 
TlliD-Netiom of tld.a 'IJllit 1.Ddicate tbat both Oirl"amlla .12• 
81111 la! piberica aN absent frcll tile mit. Tbe l11lit doe• cca-
tain rare trapeats ot daqcladacean aJ.cae tllat suuest a co:r-
nlation ot the unit with zCl38 III-A where das;rclads are relatiwl7 
abundant. A deep subticlal ennro111ent (30 - SO •tera) 111 sq-
pated. 1'111• env1rmmsnt :reflec:ts the ditfenmtial tillbl& or 
the lagoon in late Lenoir tiae that created quite variable bottom 
geanetry. The writer feels that Christiania !l?· and its associated 
taUDa bad their origins well outside the present study area and 
moftd into the area as enviromental conditions became appropriate. 
This interpretatian is an att•pt to explain in an environmental 
wa:r the two iJllportant facts concerni.Dg the Christiania fauna: 
(1) the stratigraphic positim of the fauna rises vertically in 
the section both to the northeast and northwest (Rodgers, 1953; 
Cooper, 19S6; and stepbenson !i !!.·, 1973), and (2) where the 
fauna ocClll's, it lacks evolutionary roots in lower rocks and, 
hence, appears unconfomable in the absence ot 811¥ physical. evi-
dence for the uncmformity (KcLaughlin, · 1973). 
Further support for this explanation ot the Christiania zone 
aq come froa the timings of other students in other areas. Sane 
guidelines will be proposed in the final chapter of this thesis. 
E. Zone IT 
(Holston-Lenoir !f;1bridization) 
This zone is positively known to occur anl7 at locality 1, 
although indirect evidence suggests it occurs at locality 3. 
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Frcm an enviromnental standpoinfi, the significance or this zone 
is that it establishes the contemporamity or the Holston Formation 
and the upper part of the upper 118mberof the Lenoir Lilllestone. 
The Holston Fo:r:m.tion ccmsists of bryozoan reef-core lithology 
tba.t is buried under and surrounded by reet-nanlc lithology, 
(Ferrigno and Walker, 1973). 'l'be relatiwly large and abundant 
pelm.atozoan ossicles and bryozoans (i.e. Padqdictya !I?• and 
Helopora !E·) that characterize zone IV bianicrites attest to 
the proximity of the Holston reef environment. at the time the bio-
micrites were deposited. The occurrence of Girvanella oncolites 
suggests that the water was quite shallow (0 - 10 meters) for 
reasons dis cussed above • 
The most significant environmental indicator of Holston-
Lenoir contemporaneity is a thin tongue of 11Holston-like 11 biocal-
carenite intercalated with pelmatozoan-bryozoan biamicrites at 
local.i ty 1. This thin tongue is interpreted as a special off-reef 
developnent of Holston flank lithology that was deposited in the 
Lenoir lagoon. It is suspected that the abundance of Helopora 
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,:!E• in this special developnent reflects some hydrodynamic property 
of that genus. The rounding of Helopora grains suggests abrasion 
during transportation. 
The environment suggested for this tongue is an intertidc1l 
beach or subtidal reef-derived sand bar or spit that developed 
in the vicinity of the lagoon-reef boundary and which was bordered 
on either side by shallow-water subtidal lagoonal conditions. 
Figure 47 is a three-dimensional. environmental model for 
Lenoir rocks within the study area of this thesis. The four 
corners of the model correspond approximately to the locations 
of the four localities studied. 
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alAPrER IV 
S'lJ!llARY AHD a>Ra.USIOHS 
On the basis or the data and interpretation or that data, it 
is possible to uk:e several CODcl.usicms regarding the Lenoir Lime-
atone within the stwv- area. 
1. Lenoir rocks represent deposition in a lagOODal envir<mmant 
that occurred between the emerged part of the Knox Dolaaite and a 
reef caaple.x. represented by the Holston Formation during Middle 
Ordovician time. 
2 • The Moshe bl Kamber ot the Lenoir Limestone represents 
intertidal-fiat deposition and perhaps supratidal-fiat deposition. 
Modern tidal fiats of Andros Island, Bahaaas, provide a reasonable 
analogue of this enviroment. The great variability- in thickness 
ot the Mosheim traa place to place is a result or both its deposi-
tion on tbe uneven surface or the Knox Dolaaite, and the tact that 
the envircanant persisted longer in those areas where the Moshebl 
is usuall.7 thick. 
J. The upper llelllber of the Lenoir Limestone represents 
subtidal lagoonal deposition in relatively open marine canditiC11S 
at depths of water varying between O - SO meters below mean low 
tide. 
4. Laminations or the upper Ember of the Lenoir that have 
been termed 11argillaceous 11 are detrital. rather than organic in 
origin and because of their regularity may represent peri<Xlic, 
even seasonal., deposition or aedDent deri'ved tran the source area 
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or the Athens Shale, which is demonstrably correlable with the Lenoir 
(see Figure 3, p. 13). The geaaorp:iic process resulting in this 
curious sedillentar., feature or the Lenoir is unknown. Further study 
or the minaralogic and sed:l.mentologic nature of these laminations 
may help to elucidate these processes. 
S. The characteristic "sedimentaey boudinage" appearance of 
the upper member of the Lenoir Li11Bstone is probabl;y the result or 
differential ccmpaction of the lime muds. Spherical and hemispheri-
cal sponges also contribute a nodular appearance to sane Lenoir beds. 
6. Throughout the latter phase of Lenoir deposition, variable 
basin geamtr;y ma;y explain the paleontalogic discontinuit;y that is 
8Dllplified bJ' the brachiopod <Jn-istiania spbguadrata. The return 
of the coral-spo11ge-algal biofacies (III-A) at local.i ty l and its 
failure to return at local it7 3 is a renaction ot this variable 
baain gecaetr.,. 
7. In some beds, algae, particul.arl7 Glrvanella !l?· and!!!!_ 
siberica,constitute up to SO% ot the upper lllellber or the Lenoir 
Liaestone. In addition to constituting an iaportant paleontologic 
ela.nt ot the Lenoir, algae provide useful intormation in the re-
cmstruction of paleogeography. The probleaatical organism Nuia -
siberica, tentativel.7 assigned to the red algae, ma;y have signi-
ficance as a diagnostic envirOD119Dtal indicator. In New York, 
Texas, and Oklahau., !!!!, occurs in Ordovician bianicrites and is 
associated with receptacul.itids, Oirvanalla, and litbistid sponges 
(Toane7, 1967). The occurrence or ,!!!!! in these rocks is ve"r7 
sillilar to its occurrence in the Lenoir. 
8. SCIIIB modern analogues for the enviromaent represented b;y 
the Lenoir are (1) the shallow water between the Florida Keys and 
the straits of Florida, and (2) certain areas or the Bahamas. At 
these localities, carbonate sediment is accumulating unconf'ormably 
n 
on older (Pleistocene) carbonates and it is accumulating between 
reefs and 9118rged land masses. In Ordovician t:1Dle, the Lenoir 
accumulated unconf'ormably on the aur.tace of the Knox Dolanite between 
an uaerged land mass, represented b;y the Knox and a reef tract 
represented by the Holston Formation. 
During the cou.rse o.t this research, other st.udies that would 
provide useful inf'ormation concerning middle Ordovician rocks of 
last Tennessee have become apparent. One ot these involves the 
Christiania probl• per se. The stratigraphic model proposed b;y 
Cooper (19.$6) implies that the red biosparites (e.g. Holston 
Formation, Red Knobs F0n1ation) iD the belt that passes through 
Lenoir City, Tennessee, is older than the Rolston Formation in the 
belt that passes tbr011gh Knoxville. Because the taxonany or 
bryozoans in the Knoxville belt is now better understood (Ferrigno, 
1973), it should now be possible to canpare those forms with the 
bryozoans of the Holston Formation in the belt that passes through 
Lenoir City. Ir these latter bryozoans should prove younger or 
the same age as br;yozoans in the Knoxville belt, then Cooper's 
model would ha'98 to be ivjected. If, on the other hand, these 
bryozoans should prove to be older, then Cooper's model would have 
to be accepted as the best stratigraphic explanation. 
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Another study that would prorlde usetul information would 
involve traci:Dg the envirC1U11ental model proposed in this thesis 
along and across strike, in order to detel'Dline if' the 110irvanella 
lagoon" was a regional or local tea tu.re ot the Lenoir env1rtllDl3ntal 
setting. Particularly interesting would be the environmental ~yses 
of the Whitesburg Limestone to the northeast which is supposedly 
time-equivalent in part nth the Lenoir and yet quite different 
litbologically and pal.eontologically. 
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APFENDIXES 
APPINDIX I 
The purpoae of this appendix is to present the location and .field 
description or stratigraphic sections •asured at localities 1, 2, 
3, and 4. (See Figure 1, p. 2.) Percentage C0111pOsition of samples 
collected at these localities, as da.termined b7 the point-count 
•thod, is presented in Appendix II. 
SECTION I 
Sl'RATIORAPHIC SECl'ION OF THE LEll)IR LIMBSTONE 




Unit DISS ness 
I. ■,al •'ttl !!!sc:ri~ion 
9 3(10) 212(696) BIOMICRa3PARl'l'B, BIOMICRITE, gray, 
watbered dark gray, similar to Unit 7. 
8 3(10) 209(686) BIOSPARITB, reddish-brown, weathered 
grq, with abundant sand-sized, rounded 
br,ozoans (Belopora !!?·) and rounded 
sand-sized pelmatozoan ossicles, and 
intraclasts, possibly of algal origin. 
7 6(20) 206(676) BI<Jfial<l,PARITE, BIOMICRITB, and BIO-
SPARITE, grq, massive. Microscopically, 
contains ramose bryozoan fragments, 
Nui~ siberica, and Girvanella oncolites; 
abraded intracl.asts and pelmatozoan 
ossicles, laminae, possibly of algal 
origin, and pellets (5%). 
6 S2(1n) 200(6S6) a>VERED DIBRVAL. 
s 18(57) 148(486) BIOKiffllTE, gray to reddish-gray, 
thick-bedded to massive, with pro-
llinent brown to reddish-brown l;\J11ina-
tions. Megatauna includes an incrust-




















not over J en. 1n diameter; orthoconic 
cepbalopods., up to l m. long, abundant 
bracbiopod and pel.matozoan debris, sponge (?) 
J11.0lds, possibly of Allos~ccus prolixus, 
and a stranatoporoid (Stroma.tooerium !!12.-?) 
up to 10 en. in diameter. Microscopically, 
contains Oirvanella .!E . ., zones of abundant 
dasy-cladaoean algae {Yermiporella?). 
Total algae exceeds 10!' in some samples. 
Abundant gastropod fragments appear 
associated with the dasyc.1.adacean algae. 
Algall.Jr bored pelmatozoan fragments 
caamon. A few specimens of Solenopora 
spongiodes. 
BIOMICJUTE., associated with pelletal bio-
mic:rite and biaaicrosparite, gray, 
weathers to lighter gray or yellowish 
brown; thin-bedded to massive, with brown 
to yellowiah-brcnm laminations. Mega-
fauna includes brachiopods ( Camerella !2.), 
lithistid sponges., rare cystoid calJ'X 
ossicles. lo corals have been observed 
in this interval. With exception of a 
thin zone about 31 meters (100 feet) :1bove 
the base of interval, Oirvanella and 
Buia siberica ccmprise less than 5% 
o'Tihe rock. Where Girvanella does occur, 
it occurs as lumps or aggreg~tes of lumps 
rather than as oncolites. Pelmetozoan 
debris varies from about 2 to 16% of 
the rock. 
BIOOauTE, light to dark gray, thin-
bedded to massive, with brom to yellowish-
brown lamin!ltions. Megafaun.3. includes 
bracbiopods, pelmatozoan ossicles, Mac-
luritea magnus, ramose bryo7,oans; ana-
Girvanell.aoncolites are abundant, al-
though s011Bwhat less abun,hnt than in 
the unit below. Hoehl (1965) has report-
















Lipgulella .!E·, and Val.courea !.E· from 
this interval .• 
B!DMICRITE., light to medium gray, thin-
bedded to massive, with irregular brown 
to 791lowiah-brown laminatims. Mega-
tauna includes the tabulate coral 
Lichenaria !.2. , caamonl.y incrusted with 
the bryozoan Acanthooeramorpbrella !E. ; 
sponges, Allosaccus prolixus, and rare 
Reoept,aculites ~-; trilobites, parti-
cularly Plicaerops canadensis; gastro-
pods, Maclurites magnus; incrusting and 
ramose bryozoans, and pel.JOatozoan ossi-
cles. Hicroscopicall7, up to 1S% of 
the rock 18 CClllposed of algae, (Q!!:-
vanella and Buia siberica). Girvanella 
oncolites upto"°l an. diameter visible 
on watbered surfaces. 
DISMICRITE and HICRJ.'TE, light to medium 
gra7, vary campact, thiclc-bedded to 
11Usiva, sparingly fossiliferous with 
concentrations ot conispiral gastropods. 
Poorly exposed here. This is the Mosheim 
Member ot the Lenoir Formation. 
SBGTIOB II 
STRATIGRAPHIC SBCfIOR OF THE LDOIR LnmsTONE 




Unit nass DB88 
II a(tt) m(tt) Description 
8 ? ? COVERED I?fl'ERVAL, to Holston. 
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Vatt -·· -·· , •<n> •<n> 
7 Ji(lk) n.(233) 
6 l(k) 66(219) 
S S(lS) 6S(21S) 
1' 38(125) 61(200) 
3 19(63) 23(7S) 
Dppcriptioa 
BIDJIICBlTI ... BICICia«JDll'E, crq, tll1clc-
'b.._. to ••1w, vitll abundant pyrite 
'bleb1, UMl vora burron, particularly-
burrcrva \Mt llaew llorizontal teedinc 
burrowa. •catauna incl udea abllllllant 
at~pbcaam.•, platJ'81;rophU, UMi •piri• 
f•rii tJl)e brada1opNa. Ccanon •J>ODI•• 
1ac1• "leca a 1 •" Ulll lf1'11tea 
as wll a1 l• ccu pralima. caam 
braelliopou incl itrcoete a .ma., 
Valcopna .12•, Beprort 11 .!2· ?) • 
OOVEBIJ) DIRaV.AL 
BICIIICBlTI _. Miau'l'I, crq, tldck:-
NCIM• to ••1w. Relatiwl.y matoalli-
terou, re...,11nc lfoaia but ladc1q 
binl•78•• •1ata1111a incl.we ostra-
ONe, pelaatozoan •bria, and 8])0111•• 
(Allopccp P£011pe), tlle latter aon 
0t ■ a 1a upper part ot um.t. In acWi• 
tion te •J>Glll•a; br,yozoaa tracaat•, 
atropla_m.,- _. ortllU-t71>1 brac:llio-
po4 ftlw■, are :aore e<a1on tcnrari top 
of 11111t. 
wVIRIJ) mrava, (125 teet). 
BIOOmrrl, BIClll<JUIDID, vi~ aaa 
leuaa COlltaimJlc alnmuat spar, crq. 
Thia- to adi,a.bNMd. Ccalan •1•-
toe.Ua iacl.1111.e t11e caatropocl •eur1tea cm•- tlle tabulate coral Licfii_ria, 
r.,vzoau (Kon~ ,&•), pelaatozoan 
088iclee, ail PJ.icaroP! C8BIMU1■, a 
trilobite, ... apoecea ''Reraculi\81111 
allll Ano!IS!S!!! ~imp. crofoail• 
1ac1..t. nfr?i,nf oacolites and. !fs! 
a1ber1oa. 
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Unit nasa nass 
II a(tt) a(ft) 
(HC8DDI JIDIBIR) 
2 4(12) 4(12) 
l ? ? 
Deacripticm 
IIICRITE, with 8Clll8 BIOMICRITE, gray 
thin-bedded to massive. Fossil material. 
includes saaa beyozoan, pelmatozoan and 
brachiopod trapents. Unit contains 
occaaiona:l birdseyes. Thin-section 
analysis iDclicates that unit does not 
contain algae, and that fossil material 
does not exceed S%. Unit is transitional 
betnen t.7Pical Mosheim and typical main 
bod;y of Lenoir limestone. It is included 
with the upper Mosheim here. 
DISKIOU'J.'11 grq, massive with abundant 
wll•romidad silt- to sand-sized intra-
cl.asts • Gastropods am ostracods stand 
in relief on weathered surfaces. Fresh 
material weathers to light or V91'7 light 
grs;r, breaks vith an even tract.ure. 
Covered except tor umr S feet. 
SBCl'IOB III 
STRA!IORAPBIC Slel'IOB or LDOIR LIMFSrONE 













BIOHiauTE am BIOHimtml'l'E. Al though unit 
is mostly covared, br,yozoans and corals 
(?) occur as rock fragments in residuwa. 
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Unit ness DISS 
II a(ft) a(tt) 
S 43(140) 177(S8o) 
4 67(220) 134(440) 
3 13(43) 67(220) 
2 30(97) 54(177) 
Description 
BIOOcm.'l'E and MICRITEJ gray, with dark 
gray laminatims, th:lD- to 11Sdi'Wll-bedded, 
highly f'rac:tured, upper part of interval. 
is cowred. In contrast to lower beds, 
this unit caa.tains no Girvanella or Nuia 
algae. Unit does ce11tain rare Christiania 
subq,ua.drata brachiopod debris. A few 
daqcl.adacean algae fragments have been 
obsened in thin-section. 
BIOMICBITE, grq, thin- to medium-bedded, 
relativel.7 unfossiliferous when com.pared 
to unit below. This unit is mostly 
covered at t'bis locality. Fossils include 
bracbiopod and pelm.atozoan debris. Red-
disb-brom lalli.nations are thicker and more 
prODOUDoed than in unit below. Girvanella 
al1d other algae are rare • This unit 
corresponds to Hoehl I s (1966) zone III 
in the viciD1t7 o:t Friemsville, Tennessee. 
(Sea McLaughlin, 197~ 
BIOMiat.ITE and BICMICmJDl'TE, grq, medium-
badded. Interval is partly covered. Con-
tains less Girnnella oncol.ites, and less 
sparite than unit below. Unit is charac-
terized by brown to reddish-brown lamina-
tions subparallel to bedding that con-
trast with gray interlaminar material.. 
Pelmatozoan debris is abundant and brachio-
pod debris is ccmmon in sparce exposures 
in adjacent fields. 
BIOSPARITE and BIOMICRI'l'E, with BIOSPARU-
Dl'l'E and BIOHICRimITE, gra:y and brown, 
thin- to medium-bedded, abundant in situ 
fossils, in descending order of abunilaiice: 
Girvamlla oncolites, Macl.urites mynus, 
sponges (Al.losaccus prolims, am 1'Reoe,R-
taculites11). Bryozoal'JB and tabulate 













stones. Conaon are the coral Lichenaria 
.!l?• and the bryozoans Monotrypa !E· and 
Stictoporella ~· Exotic fossil m.aterial 
is predom1nantl.y pelmatozoan debris and 
brachiopod debris. 
DISHICRITE, medium-dark gray, thick-
bedded to massiw, sparingly fossili-
ferou.s with local concentrations of 
gastropods and ostracods. Dismicri te is 
frequently intraclastic and ocMsionally 
intercalated with thin beds (1 - 4 
in.) or intrasparite. In sane pl~ces, 
zones or micrite rather than diBJllicrite 
prevail. Weathers to light gray. 
Weathered surfaces show nuted weathering 
and rock breaks with even fracture. Un-
contoraable contact with Knox not observed 
as such. 
SECTION IV 
STRATIGRAPHIC SEctION OF TD LUOIR LIMIS'l'ONE 
















BICIIICRITE, light to mediua gray, 
Melia-bedded to maasi ve • Al though 
not as toaall:iferous as unit below, 
•gatauna includes some btabul.ate corals 






















matozoan ossicles. Wavy laminations 
surround li.Jl9atone nodules which yield 
a cobbly rubble upon ~ather:lng. Very 
similar to unit below. Thin-sections 
trcn this interval are caaposad of bio-
micrite with vav, yellowisb-brom 
laainations. Small percent of quartz 
restricted to these laminations. Huia 
siberica, sponge spicules, trilobi:r;--
fragments, and pelma.tozoan ossicl.es are 
abundant in these samples • A few Oir-
vamll.a oncolites. -
roVERJm INTERVAL • 
BIOHI·auTE, light to mediUJ'll gray, thin-
bedded, with shal.y' laminatims. Mega-
fauna includes colonies of Mono~r,;pa 
(up to 3 ca. in diameter), tabulate 
corals (Licbanaridae), trilobites 
Pliaaero canadensis), sponges 
Allosaccus Folixus), and, at the top 
o:t the interval, pleosponges (?) of 
the type found at locality- 1. Tbin-
sections of this interval are ccaposed 
of Ruia biOllicrite, Girva.nella oncolite 
biom.icrite, and pelmatozoan bicaicrite. 
JY!! ccmpriaes up to 35% of acne samples. 
BICMICRITE, with some micrite, 1118dium 
light to medium grq, thin-bedded to 
massive, aostl;r covered at this locality. 
Reaiduwa contains blocks with abundant 
Oirvamlla oncolitea and Ma.clurites 
magnus. At top o! unit, mic:rite closely 
reseabling the Mosheim occurs as a lens. 
Abundant fos•ils are ramose bryozoans, 






















DISHial?l'B, Mdiua dark gray, thick-
bedded to aassive, weathers light gray 
to dark grq, locally abundant CODispiral 
gastropods • Similar to unit CGe, but 
with sc:ae thin beds of laminated intra-
sparite similar to unit 3. 
fflRASPARITI, gray, medium-bedded to 
massive, ewnly' laminated, sty-lolitic. 
Thin-section stud1' of this unit shows 
it to be caaposed of numerous sand- to 
silt-sized angular and elongate micritic 
intracl.asts. Scne thin laminae are 
canposed of llicrite. Intracl.asts are 
surrounded by sparr;y calcite, and are 
oriented with their 1mg axes parallel 
to bedding. 
Ja:CRITB, grq, aaasi ve, wsathers to 
mottled light grq and tan. Unit 
e011tains ao111e grayish-pink internally 
laminated cl.asts, possibly- ot dalo-
stone. Unit diamic:ritic at top. 
DISMiauTB, veey compact and stylolitic, 
grq, masai w, usually weathers to light 
gray. Gastropods are -very ca1111on in 
scxne zones. Both high-spired and low-
spired to:rma are present. Thin-section 
stud;y ot this unit shows it to contain 
numerous intracl.asts am microscopic 
interlam,nar birdseyes (10 - lSO microns 
thick and sewral millimeters to several 
centimeters long) • Micrite portion of 
this unit aa wll as the aicrite in unit 


















DISKIC21'l'B aBlL<HmA!B, gray to yellowisb-
grq, massive, with mmaerous subangular 
to Sllb-rounded silt- to cobble-sized 
clasts ot Knox Dolmi te. 
OOLCIUTE, purplish gray am tan., massive 
to thick-bedded. saccharhoidal. 
APFERDIX II 
Appendix II presents the reaults of point-count analysis or thin-
sections of Lenoir Limestone trca localities studied for this report. 
An explanation ot the abbreviations ueed in this appendix follows: 
Hie. Spar. • Microspar 
Intra. • Intraclaets 
Girv. One. • Oirvanella Oncolites 
Huia sib. • Muia siberica ----
Daqclad. • Daqcladacean Algae 
0th. Algae • Other Algae 
Pelmat. • Pelllatozoan (C:,Stoid?) Fragment 
Bcb. Fg. • Brachiopod Fragment 
Bry. Fg. • Bryozoan Fragment 
Tri. Fg. • Trilobite Fragment 
Ost. Fg. • Ostracod Fragment 
Unident • • Unidentified Fossil Fraamnt 
Gast. Fg. • Gastropod fragment 
Biv. Fg. • Bivalve (Peleeypocl) Fragment 
Dolo. • Dolaaite Bhcab 
Qtz. • Quartz 
Receptacul.. • Beceptacol.itid 
cxn.LEctED AT LOCALITY 1 --- ALCOA PIKE 
Per-Omt C'alstituant Particles 
(.A.ppromaatel.7 500 po:lllta per alide at 2S x 125.t} 
0 ~ ... isa I • • • 
J ., e l 
0 • • • : 8 :a 1 
• • • • • ID 1111 • !;!1 i 1 ' 
:; • ,. it -= ~ 1 • ... -= i 
• 1 • J 1 ~~.p QS • I • • . I ! j • • • • • I • ~ • it ID ID 0 t ~ ! l -rt ~ l ~ g ,i: ii ;! ! Jt a 0 Bell.arks Ol A l'4 0 a:a R 
ftOSDe1Dl 
IMeni>er or 
l 5o 19.5 26.5 1 .1 2s2 26.J .8 Lenoir Ls, 
ftOSlleill 
Member or 
2 70 87.8 4.S 4.7 2.3 tenoir Ls, 
3 98 52J. .6 9.7 9.1 1.8 5.6 3.4 
~per 
9.3 2.2 Mitd>er 
4 149 ;)0.7 2 -~ 6.7 5.9 3.9 9.2 .4 14.5 .2 .2 .6 4.6 .4 Zone I 
5 181 6o.9 2.$ 2.1 2.1 5.3 s.s .4 5.3 1.6 .4 .7 2.3 2.7 1.4 5.9 .9 Zone I 
l.:>'9 slide 
6 194 6o.2 1.8 3.7 2.1 4.o 3.2 2.7 
cmsiats c£ 
.3 .5 2.4 .8 2.7 .2 receptaco:! 
~ 
7 203 10.B 1.0 2.7 .8 2.7 4.3 .6 lOJ. .2 1.0 4.5 1.4 .2 Zone II 
LOCALITY 1 (Continued) 
Per-Cent a,nstitumt Particles 
(Appromateq 500 po1Dta per al.ids at 2S x 12SX) 
o I 
j 1.!lw • • ! as s E i ! • . • ~ ~ . • • • • co -= • !+ .... 1 • J Ill ~ . i :: ~ ~ 1! ., '4 i 11 
• " 
GI 
1 ) 'ti ~~.p 1t a! . ! • • . Sot i t QS • • • • • ~ • 0 • ~ IQ G) 0 ! & ~ i ! .... i i II .?. 'a N ~.er: ii Ji "" a ! ,.. B ~ ~ Bea.arks Ol :iq A 0 SQ ... 0 SQ A 
8 ?1.9 ~,.1 1. 7 8_. i, 1 7 J1 l. 7 11. 7 7.6 .6 2 11 .2 • 6 6.6 1.? .8 Zn,_ TT 
Q 226 67. !l .1 5.2 L..? .• 9 1.6 1.l .9 .2 12. Ii .2 ,i; J1 .7 .? II. C: J, Z""'• TT 
10 237 63. 2.5 12 • .5 2.7 .6 5.3 4-9 1.0 2.5 .2 4.3 .4 Zone II 
11 240 71..5 2.0 B.o .4 .4 1.2 6.6 .2 .2 .8 4.1 4.5 .2 Zone II 
12 256 69.1 1.7 10. .8 .6 3.3 4.2 ,4 1.0 4.8 2.3 11-9 Zone II 
13 260 132 12.2 1.3 1 • .5 3.7 .2 .2 .4 .2 3.3 .4 Zone II 
;g 
14 283 61.8 .8 14.5 LS .8 .2 .2 16.4 .2 .4 2.$ .8 .9 Zone II 
LOCALITY 1 (Continued) 
Per-Qmt Oonstitunt Partic.1.ea 
· (Appromaate~ 500 poiats per alide at 25 x 12SI) 
~ 
l 
0 i .a 
1:1 • • ' i l • 
• • • ~ i 
• • • • . ID ~ • ! ~ i !;; • I : ~ :. 11 i l i 
.... 1 • ID I ~~~ I 
. 
I • • b . j j • • • • • I • ~ • '4 ., Cl) (.) :e ~ -8 £ .... 1 l ~ N ~.e~ ;! '" I! s.. 0 8 Belurks 0) :a: A 0 IQ 14 0 CQ A 
lS 299 63J. 1.3 S-9 2.s 144 l.S .2 6.4 .2 .8 .2 2.1 .4 1.0 .2 Zone n 
16 3o6 74.4 1.4 7.6 s.a 1.0 6.o ,2 .8 .4 ~-1 .4 Zeme II 
17 318 ~4 .2 4.6 .6 2.0 .9 4.6 .2 ~-S .9 .2 2.8 .7 .9 .4 Zone II 
18 346 76.3 1.6 S.6 2.3 2,9 3.1 4-1 .2 .8 ~.s .2 .4 Zone II 
19 356 70.8 2.S 9.6 .7 2.2 2.0 6.o .7 .2 ,2 13 .1 1.0 .7 .s Zane II 
20 384 Sil.6 1.3 4.2 1.S 6.7 • 9 4-4 14 • .2 0. .3 .4 l5.1 .4 .2 1.1 Zone ll 
'iS 
21 409 56.4 -4 8.3 1.0 10.2 5.4 .2 .8 8.1 .4 1.4 .2 ~-4 .2 .4 .2 Zone III-A 
LOCALl'l'Y l (Continued) 
Per-r.it amatitunt Particles 
(A.ppromsately- S00 pomta per alide at 25 X 1251) 
0 ~ 
j i.!SM • • ! ., I 1 ~ • • • ~ l 
• • • • . CD Ill • !!-t i l 
Ill • :! l :! ~ 1l • "' :! i 
• f Ill 1 'i 1~.P l 
Cl! • I i • . J4 i ~ j • • £ • • • ~ . J.t CD CD C) ! ~ :e -8 .... ~ 1. .!. g ,.e~ ii ;! J.t c1 0 Beaarks Ol A ~ .. 0 ~ A 
22 420 67.9 1.1 4.5 • 6 4.5 7.2 4.5 .2 .2 3.9 .6 3.3 .7 .9 Zone III-J 
23 660 48~ 2.7 u. 6.4 4.6 6.3 1.9 11.3 .8 1.7 .6 4.o ZonelII-A 
rzone IV 
24 676 b.8.6 1.3 n: 2.3 h7.2 19.3 ~ton-ll.a! 
25 69S 40. 8.8 .6 7.6 .2 .s .2 21..5 .5 5.J 1.2 4.6 Zone IV 
~ 
OOLLECl.'ED .ta LOCALITY 2 - BIL.AND IIUVE 
Per-Qmt OmstitUDt Particles 
(Appromatel.7 500 pomta per allele at 25 X 12SX) 
0 ~ 
I isw j • ! ., I § • • • :a 1 • • . • . al Ill • !!1 I i j • i i -= ~ 15 • Ike -= i • 11D l J 'i i~~ a! . I • • . Sot ~ as • • • • • J • ~ • IQ a, CJ ! i & s t l .,.. ~ -g ~ g ,.er:! ii cL ii I! ,.. 0 Bellarka C1l IIQ .. 0 IIQ A 
1'108DelJII 
!Member of 
l 80 78J3 l.Si J.L 1.2 .6 tLenoir Ls, 
noSDelJI 
Member of 
2 BS 73.S s.2 ~.1. 3.5 .4 .4 .2 .2 .2 3.S .8 Lenoir Ls, 
PIOSDelJI 
IMamber of 
3 92 89.J. s.1 1.9 .4 .8 .2 1.9 ILenoir Ls, 
Upper 
!Member of 
4 102 59.2 3.9 6.6 8.8 .2 7-4 .2 .4 .4 .2 6.o s.s .6 .6 Lenoir Ls, 
5 125 169.4 1.0 4-3 112.9 1.4 4.1 .2 .4 .2 4-7 11.4 IZone I 
6 127 'Y,I, 6.5 5.1 3.7 29.2 1.0 1.4 :i.o .8 .2 .2 s.1 .2 Zona I 
"I-
7 141 ~.2 1.6 2.8 2.4 4.9 1.2 6.9 • .8 5.a 4.6 .8 Zone I 
LOCALITY 2 (Continued) 
Per-Cmt Oonstitumt Particles 
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8 lSl $.5 5.J 6.J 2.4 12.3 .8 6.9 .2 .6 s.s .2 Zone I 
9 205 71J. 2.2 2.4 1.6 1.6 1.4 6.9 .4 .8 10.6 .6 Zone II(?: 
10 215 64. 5.6 6.o 7.0 4.3 2.s 4-3 .8 .6 .8 3.S .2 .4 Zone II(?, 
11 230 71.5 2.2 2.S .8 .6 1.2 .2 8.6 .2 .4 .8 10.~ .4 Zone II(?; 
~ 
OOLLEcrED AT LOCALITY 3 -- KENNEDY ROAD 
Pv-Omt Constitunt Particles 
(Appromsatel7 500 points per alide at 2$ X 12.SX) 
~ 
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3 7S 68.· ·- 23°L .s ~-2 .2 .1 3.7 Lenoir Ls 
upper mu. 
4 81 $.: n.: oj 3 -~ 2.1 
Lenoir Ls 
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LOCALITY 3 (Ccmtinued) 
Per-Cmt Ccmstit'Ullt Particle• 
(Approxlaateq 500 po1Dta per alic:le at 25 x 12.5%) 
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12 227 66. 3.8 a,2.~ .8 1.$ 3.0 .4 5.6 .2 .8 .4 ~-7 .2 .2 tlone m-B 
13 294 71. 1.0 5.o .4 .6 2.S 7.S .2 .4 .2 .2 .4 tlone ID-B 
~ 
14 330 72.7 8.S .4 1.0 .6 4.0 .4 .2 .2 l3-4 l5.5 l.S Zone m-B 
LOCALITY 3 ( Continued) 
Per-Cmt Ccmatitunt Particle■ 
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